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Abstract—This paper provides an optimized cable path plan-1

ning solution, called Lagrangian Fast Marching (LAFM), for2

the most popular submarine cable system topology, i.e., trunk-3

and-branch, on the undersea surface of the earth modeled4

by a triangulated 2D manifold in a 3D Euclidean space. We5

formulate the problem of a cable system design optimization as6

a Steiner minimal tree problem, where each Steiner node models7

a branching unit (BU).8

Our objective is to minimize the total cost of the cable system;9

this total cost is defined to include both actual cable and BU costs10

— including laying — as well as a measure of risk associated11

with the location and topography. We minimize this total cost12

while imposing latency constraints limiting the length of cable13

between specified pairs of nodes. As most BUs in practice are Y-14

shaped, each Steiner node is assumed to have three branches, in15

accord with the theory of Steiner trees, at least in the Euclidean16

plane.17

This paper discusses both methodological ideas related to the18

general problem as well as providing two algorithms, LAFM-I19

and LAFM-II, to solve the constrained optimization problem. We20

have proved that LAFM-I can find the optimal solution for cable21

systems with one latency constraint. We also show that LAFM-22

II provides a solution with provable bounds for problems with23

multiple latency constraints. We also find optimal solutions (zero24

gap between the bounds) for examples with two and with four25

latency constraints. In addition, we demonstrate the superiority26

of our LAFM method over an algorithm based on simulated27

annealing (SA), and demonstrate the applicability of LAFM-I,28

LAFM-II and SA to realistic scenarios based on real-world data.29

30

Index Terms—Communication cable systems, optimization,31

latency constraints, Lagrangian, Steiner minimal tree, branching32

units, submarine manifold33

I. INTRODUCTION34

Over the last several decades, there has been an explosive35

growth of internet traffic. A recent report by Cisco indicates36
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that nearly two-thirds of the global population will have inter- 37

net access by 2023 [1]. At that time, there will be 5.3 billion 38

total internet users, up from 3.9 billion in 2018. In the study 39

of Anja et al. [2], the traffic volume changes follow demand 40

changes, causing a “moderate” traffic surge of 15-20% during 41

lockdown for the Internet Service Provider/Internet Exchange 42

Points. We anticipate that post-COVID-19, living habits will 43

change significantly, with the current increased popularity of 44

working and learning from home. Ever-increasing internet 45

traffic brings greater burdens on global network transmission 46

and, in particular, for the submarine cable network. More 47

cables and networks are needed to support the traffic. In this 48

context, it is of great importance to have efficient and reliable 49

solutions for submarine cable path planning. 50

One important consideration of cable system design is the 51

total construction cost of the submarine cable system, which 52

is significant. For example, the total construction cost of the 53

EllaLink cable system (with a total cable length of 9,300 54

km) is $200,000,000 and that of the Pakistan-East Africa 55

Connecting Europe cable system (with a total cable length 56

of 15,000 km) is $425,000,000 [1]. Accordingly, minimizing 57

cable cost (subject to the considerations mentioned above) is 58

essential in constructing a submarine cable system [3–5]. The 59

cost of a cable system includes the costs of the cables, cable 60

laying, and branching units (BUs). The cable laying cost may 61

include labor, materials and permits, etc. [4]. 62

The cost of submarine cable construction is currently es- 63

timated at $24,000-$25,000 per kilometer, resulting in high 64

prices for large-scale submarine cable systems. Accordingly, 65

the length of the cable is an important performance measure 66

that we aim to minimize. Another important performance 67

measure is the depth of the earth’s surface where the cable is 68

laid. The International Cable Protection Committee (ICPC) [6] 69

strongly recommends laying the cable in safer deep waters to 70

reduce various risks caused by human-related activities such 71

as fishing. In this paper, in our optimization cost function, we 72

therefore impose lower costs in deeper waters. In this way, our 73

optimization uses location-dependent data, i.e., earth surface 74

depth, as in [7]. Laying cables on the seabed has several 75

advantages over land. First, the cost of laying on the seabed 76

is normally lower and the construction speed is faster than on 77

land. Notice that cables laid on land need to be underground or 78

above ground on pylons, and may go through private property. 79

Secondly, seawater can prevent external optical and magnetic 80

waves and interference, thereby improving the communication 81

quality of the optical cable. Thirdly, compared with cables on 82
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land, submarine cables are less susceptible to interference and83

damage by human activities [8]. Accordingly, in our objective84

weighted cost function the cost on land is higher than undersea85

and the cost is decreased with depth because, as mentioned86

in [6], cables are safer in deeper waters.87

In practice, the industry generally uses a manual approach,88

based on expert experience, for path planning of submarine89

cables. Currently, MakaiPlan [9], an industry-leading software90

for submarine cable route design is available on the market.91

It provides some tools necessary for cable route planning92

and engineering. MakaiPlan only provides path planning of93

submarine cables connecting two nodes, but does not provide94

any functions concerning extensions of the submarine cable95

network. The length of long-haul cables may be thousands of96

kilometers, so manual path planning without a scalable, auto-97

mated software tool is costly and may not achieve the desired98

optimal cost-risk trade-off. Automatic cable path planning,99

for submarine cables, involving optimization of objectives100

associated with cost and risk while also meeting quality of101

service requirements, can enhance the commonly used manual102

approach by cable path and system planners, designers and103

surveyors. Industry cable planners, designers and surveyors104

cannot and will not use the automatic method and solutions105

proposed in this paper directly to design cable routes. Nev-106

ertheless, consideration of the automatic solutions informs107

the manual approach, especially, where there are latency108

requirements between specific pairs of nodes. For example, the109

automatic-algorithm solutions may indicate areas where more110

seabed data needs to be collected. On the other hand, cost111

functions can be adjusted based on practical feedback from112

industry cable planners, designers and surveyors, leading to113

more accurate solutions.114

In addition to the depth of the earth’s surface, cable path115

planning must take account of a wide range of other location-116

dependent issues, including earthquake-prone areas, surfaces117

that have steep slopes or harmful rocks, heavy fishing activity118

areas, and areas that involve specific legal requirements, as119

discussed in [4, 5, 10–12]. Path planners may use longer cables120

to avoid such places. The combination of the considerations of121

latency-aware design together with the location-dependent cost122

function is an important attribute of this paper. However, in this123

paper, for simplicity of exposition, we just take account of the124

depth of the location-dependent cost function. Nevertheless,125

our solutions can be extended to consider all these other issues126

by imposing a summary cost function where the weights of the127

various design considerations are empirically obtained, using128

the method presented in [5], if the relevant data is available.129

A BU is a device used in submarine communications cable130

systems to split a cable into multiple cables that can reach131

multiple destinations. The cost of the BU is determined by its132

complexity and its number of ports [13]. The cost of a single133

BU was recently estimated at $1-$2 million [14].134

Another critical factor in the design of a cable system is135

latency; that is, the time required for data to be transmitted136

between two terminals of communication. The development137

of cloud computing technology benefits the emerging smart138

devices with ultra-low latency requirements, i.e., the Internet139

of Things (IoT) and the 5G applications. However, the high la-140

tency caused by long-distance transmission to the conventional 141

centralized clouds through core networks in traditional cloud 142

computing may significantly downgrade the QoE in terms of 143

the response time of latency-sensitive tasks [15]. For trans- 144

oceanic network services, the routing distances of submarine 145

optical cables can reach thousands of kilometers, accounting 146

for most of the end-to-end delay. Since the refractive index of 147

the optical fiber results in a delay of approximately 5 ms every 148

1, 000 km [16], the delay on the submarine cable increase 149

rapidly with distance, prejudicing low-latency task execution. 150

For instance, many Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT) ap- 151

plications, such as motion control systems require low latency 152

(sub-millisecond to few milliseconds) [17]. Latency in image 153

rendering of more than 15 ms in virtual reality (VR) applica- 154

tions can cause motion sickness [18]; a latency of more than 155

100 ms in online gaming can seriously affect the experience 156

of the gamer; every 100 ms of latency costs Amazon 1% in 157

e-commerce sales [19]. 158

In many cases, traffic between end nodes needs to pass 159

through other nodes. The intermediate nodes further increase 160

total latency because the data packet has to be passed to 161

the upper electrical layer for packet analysis and processing. 162

The latency of intermediate nodes (BUs or CLSs) is non- 163

deterministic and needs to be analyzed on a device-by-device 164

basis. This is related to the way they process incoming signals. 165

As a promising next-generation BU, the reconfigurable op- 166

tical add-drop multiplexer (ROADM) BU [20] realizes optical 167

bypass through contained component wavelength selective 168

switching (WSS), which provides signal switching in the 169

pure optical domain and so avoids switching and queueing 170

delays caused by optical/electrical/optical (OEO) conversion 171

and electrical buffering [21, 22]. This paper is based on the 172

assumption that bypass is implemented in every intermediate 173

node [23, 24], so we do not have to consider the intermediate 174

processing delay but mainly focus on the transmission latency, 175

which immensely simplifies our study. In addition, compared 176

with satellites, which is another way for international data 177

transmission, the communications broadcast by submarine 178

cables are not easily affected by weather conditions such as 179

rain or typhoons. Submarine cables have wider bandwidth and 180

are cheaper than satellites. In most cases, lower latency is 181

achieved by submarine cables compared to satellites, except 182

for some cases where Low Earth Orbit satellites may achieve 183

lower latency than some long-haul cables [25, 26]. 184

Submarine cable systems can be designed in various topolo- 185

gies, e.g., point-to-point, ring, mesh, trunk-and-branch [7, 27, 186

28]. Point-to-point and ring cable systems can be planned 187

using known methods [11, 29]. This paper provides a new 188

method for latency-aware design for trunk-and-branch topol- 189

ogy cable systems. Note that our method may not be applicable 190

to some mesh topologies. For cable path planning between two 191

terminals, point-to-point topology is the most popular choice. 192

For more than two terminals, trunk-and-branch topology is 193

the most popular [27]. For example, according to a report 194

released in 2021 [27], among the 356 in-service submarine 195

cable systems, 152 of them contain more than two terminals 196

and 92 of these 152 cable systems use a trunk-and-branch 197

topology. Moreover, among the 59 cable systems that are 198
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now in the planning stage, 53 of them involve more than199

two terminals and 34 of them will use a trunk-and-branch200

topology [27]. Although these tree topology cable systems201

can cooperate with each other or share some cable branches,202

when a new cable system is designed, we connect the specified203

terminals with a tree system. And the latency constraints for204

some pairs of nodes are required to be satisfied within the205

new cable system without taking account of communication206

through other cables. We note that many cable systems that207

seem to have complex topology such as 2Africa [30], Africa208

1 [31], also fall into the category of trunk-and-branch topology209

and involve no rings.210

The problem of cable system design with trunk-and-branch211

topology can be regarded as a Steiner Minimal Tree (SMT)212

problem on the submarine surface of the earth. The latter is, in213

our formulation, represented by a triangulated 2D manifold in214

a 3D Euclidean space [7, 32]. The well-known SMT problem215

is described as follows. Given a map of a particular area and216

the set of terminal nodes N in this area, design a connected217

system to connect all the terminal nodes with the objective218

of minimizing the total length of all the links. In this way,219

any two terminal nodes are connected, either directly, or220

through intermediate nodes. Note that the intermediate nodes221

can either be existing terminal nodes, or extra introduced nodes222

named Steiner nodes. It is straightforward to show that such223

an optimal system connecting terminal and Steiner nodes is224

always a tree — an SMT. The widely studied SMT problem225

has been proven to be NP-hard [33, 34]. Hence, the solution226

to the problem is not scalable to large systems. As pointed227

out in [35], existing SMT algorithms can successfully find the228

Steiner points based on the angle condition for Steiner points229

in the plane. But these algorithms cannot be directly applied230

to the situation of an irregular 2D manifold in 3D Euclidean231

space.232

In this paper, for the first time, we optimize the location233

of BUs as well as the total system cost, including both the234

layering cost and BU cost, subject to a latency constraint235

between specified pairs of terminal nodes. An important part236

of our methodology is based on solving a constrained SMT237

problem, in which the BUs are the Steiner nodes, where we238

optimize the Steiner tree topology as well as the locations of239

Steiner nodes. The objective function that we aim to minimize240

is the total cost of the tree system, including the cost of241

construction of cables and BUs. The contributions of this paper242

are as follows.243

• We propose a new method for the problem of latency-244

aware optimization of a cable system. We treat the245

problem of minimizing the total construction cost of a246

cable system with trunk-and-branch topology as an SMT247

problem. We also take into account latency constraint248

requirements between specified pairs of nodes. To the249

best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to solve250

this problem in the context of cable path planning.251

• We provide, for the first time, a new method that we252

call Lagrangian Fast Marching (LAFM) for the SMT253

problem over an irregular 2D manifold in a 3D space with254

constraints on the total length of each of the cables that255

connect a pair of nodes of a given set of pairs of nodes.256

Based on the LAFM method, we propose the LAFM-I 257

algorithm for single constraint problems and the LAFM- 258

II algorithm for multiple constraint problems. 259

• We prove that the LAFM-I algorithm provides the optimal 260

solution for a single constraint problem (for a given 261

data resolution) and show that LAFM-II provides a good 262

quality feasible solution with provable bounds for prob- 263

lems involving multiple latency constraints. In fact, in all 264

the realistic examples in this paper, LAFM-II achieves 265

optimal solutions with zero gap between the bounds. 266

• To provide an alternative approach, we apply Simulated 267

Annealing (SA) [36–40] and compare it with our LAFM 268

method. We apply LAFM-I or LAFM-II and the SA algo- 269

rithms in several realistic scenarios. In these scenarios the 270

LAFM results (including LAFM-II results) were optimal, 271

so they can serve as a benchmark for the SA results: these 272

were never more than 5% worse than those achieved by 273

LAFM. Note also that SA has further potential benefits 274

in cases where the gap between the LAFM-II bounds is 275

large. Then, combining LAFM-II and SA, by using the 276

result of LAFM-II, the results of both SA and LAFM-II, 277

may be further improved. 278

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 279

Section II, we survey the related work on submarine cable path 280

planning and SMT problem. The problem and the model of the 281

surface of the earth are introduced in Section III. In Section IV, 282

we present our proposed LAFM method for solving the con- 283

strained SMT problem. We then apply our proposed algorithms 284

and SA to realistic scenarios and present the corresponding 285

results in Section V. We provide conclusions in Section IV. 286

II. RELATED WORK 287

In this section, we survey the related work in two areas: 288

work on submarine cable path planning, and work on the SMT 289

problem. 290

A. Submarine cable path planning 291

Existing work on path planning includes point-to-point [4, 292

10, 41–46], point-to-area [4, 47–49], and network optimiza- 293

tion [7, 28, 32, 50–52]. 294

Point-to-point submarine path planning commands much 295

interest, and many publications focus on it. For example, 296

Wu et al. [10] designed a rectangular topology for laying 297

undersea cables to connect two sufficiently close destinations 298

while maintaining survivability under major disasters. Cao et 299

al. [41, 42] considered the cable path planning problem as a 300

multi-objective optimization problem that includes considera- 301

tion of cable cost and cable breakage probability. These results 302

on resilient path planning are limited to cables that lie on a 303

plane. 304

Zhao et al. [46] provided a raster-based path analysis that 305

minimizes the accumulative path cost. They considered both 306

cable lengths and earthquake risk factors, with a model com- 307

bining a three-dimensional landform map and an earthquake 308

likelihood map. They used the Dijkstra’s algorithm for cable 309

path planning with a cost function including costs associated 310

with cable length and earthquake survivability. A limitation of 311
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their method is that it restricts the geometry of links (in the312

grid) that the path can take when it moves from one point in313

the grid to another to either a lateral or diagonal link.314

The work by Wang et al. [4, 11, 43–45] represents the315

earth’s surface by triangulated manifolds and takes account316

of cable laying costs and survivability of the cable. Solving317

the multi-objective optimization problem using the weighted318

sum method yielded a set of path planning solutions that are319

Pareto optimal. The weighted sum approach resulted in an320

Eikonal equation that was solved by the Fast Marching Method321

(FMM). A cost-benefit of up to 17.5% of FMM over Dijkstra322

in cable path planning for realistic examples was demonstrated323

in [11] and [4].324

Designing solutions for connecting a point to an existing325

cable network [4, 47–49] and designing a network connecting326

multiple points are also crucial in submarine cable path327

planning [7, 28, 50]. In much of the existing work on network328

planning, a network is modeled by a graph with nodes and329

links in 2D space, where the links are all straight lines [53–56].330

Guo et al. [55] proposed a heuristic algorithm for enhancing331

virtual network design. Their proposed method is resource-332

efficient, especially in terms of request acceptance rate and333

embedding. Their model is based on an undirected graph,334

with straight lines for the connections between terminal pairs.335

The model in [56] also involves an undirected graph; there336

Ouveysi et al. studied network planning and design under337

unstable conditions of link failure and traffic overload. As we338

have sought to optimize realistically curved cables over 2D339

manifolds in 3D space, we have focused on the application340

of algorithms that use FMM for cable path planning, and this341

work is most relevant to the present paper.342

Wang et al. [4] considered a cable path connecting a343

landing station with an arbitrary location on an existing cable.344

Msongaleli et al. [50] provided a method for path selection345

from a set of submarine cables based on Integer Linear346

Programming (ILP). Oostenbrink et al. [47] discussed the347

disaster-aware network augmentation problem that aims to348

find a new cable connection that minimizes the function of349

disaster impact on the cable network as a whole, as well350

as on the individual cable segments. They used the great351

circle distance for a sphere to compute cable costs. Tran and352

Saito [48, 49] proposed an interesting heuristic for optimizing353

a weighted set of end-to-end disconnection probabilities under354

cable length constraints by either recomputing the routes of355

existing links [48] or augmenting the network by adding new356

links [49] based on actual seismic hazard data. Their goal was357

to find the best geographic route that minimizes the sum of the358

end-to-end disconnection probabilities of network links under359

cost constraints.360

Wang et al. [7] studied a cable network with trunk-and-361

branch topology and transformed the path planning problem362

into an SMT problem. A dynamic programming method was363

proposed to find the location of Steiner points on a triangu-364

lation irregular 2D manifold. In their approach, FMM was365

used to find the optimal path between pairs of nodes, and a366

branch and bound (B&B) method was adopted for topology367

enumeration and exclusion.368

In our previous work [28], a method named FMM/ILP was369

proposed for cable system optimization with the spanning- 370

tree topology on a triangulated irregular 2D manifold. We 371

gave consideration to latency constraints without considering 372

the cost and location optimization of BUs. As optimizing the 373

location of BUs was not addressed in [28], the work there only 374

considered the minimum spanning tree problem rather than the 375

SMT problem. The work in [7] was extended in [32] to include 376

BU costs, but latency constraints were not considered there. In 377

a real-world problem, if there are latency constraints, use of 378

the algorithm developed in [7], will not meet those constraints. 379

B. SMT problem 380

For the SMT problem, given a set of N terminals, N ≥ 3, 381

it is known that the number of full Steiner topologies (FST) 382

with N − 2 Steiner nodes increases super-exponentially with 383

N [57, 58]. 384

Many authors have contributed research on the SMT prob- 385

lem and provided a range of solutions [35, 59–62]. Gilbert and 386

Pollak [59] proposed a method to solve the SMT problem in 387

d-Dimensional Euclidean space. Their algorithm enumerates 388

all Steiner topologies and calculates the relative minimal tree 389

(RMT) corresponding to each topology. As the number of 390

Steiner topologies grows super-exponentially with the number 391

of terminals, their algorithm is computationally intensive. 392

Another algorithm proposed by Dreyfus et al. [60], based on 393

dynamic programming, enumerates all possible Steiner tree 394

topologies to obtain a minimum total length solution. These 395

two algorithms both have problems with high computational 396

complexity and can only be applied in a problem with a small 397

number of terminal nodes. The GeoSteiner algorithm proposed 398

by Warme et al. [61, 62] is an efficient algorithm to find an 399

exact solution for the SMT problem. It is based on dividing 400

the 2D plane that includes the N terminals into several 401

subsets that are small enough to find an optimal solution for 402

each of them and then uses a combiner to build a complete 403

solution. Smith [35] proposed another heuristic SMT algorithm 404

based on enumeration that generates FST and reduces the 405

computational complexity by using the B&B method. All of 406

these algorithms are applicable only to Euclidean spaces. As 407

mentioned in the Introduction, we seek an SMT algorithm in 408

an irregular 2D manifold in 3D Euclidean space. Therefore, 409

the above algorithms are not applicable to our problem. 410

The dynamic programming algorithm proposed in [7, 32], 411

which is used to solve the SMT problem in an irregular 412

2D manifold (in 3D Euclidean space), is the closest to our 413

algorithm. However, they did not consider latency constraints 414

between specified pairs of nodes. 415

C. Summary 416

Although many publications have been dedicated to subma- 417

rine cable path planning, none have considered an SMT with 418

constraints problems. While some studies on SMTs have been 419

conducted, they do not translate to non-Euclidean manifolds. 420

We believe that our work is the first to consider the SMT 421

problem with constraints on a non-Euclidean manifold. 422
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III. PROBLEM MODELING AND FORMULATION423

In this section, we first describe our models of submarine424

landforms and cable laying costs. Then we formulate the425

cable system optimization problem as an SMT with constraints426

problem.427

A. Problem modeling428

We denote a region on the earth’s surface by D and429

x1,x2, . . . ,xN to be the terminal nodes in D. Our goal is to430

optimize the submarine cable system with trunk-and-branch431

tree topology for these terminal nodes to minimize the overall432

cost and, at the same time, impose constraints on the distances433

between specified pairs of terminal nodes. The overall cost of a434

cable system includes the sum of the costs for all the cables, as435

well as costs for some newly introduced nodes, named Steiner436

nodes (represent BUs in cable systems). We reuse notations437

from [7, 28]: γ(A,B) ∈ D (geodesic) is used to denote a cable438

connecting two end nodes A,B ∈ D. Curves in D are assumed439

parametrized according to the natural parametrization, i.e.,440

parametrizing a curve γ as a function of arc length denoted441

by s, so that a curve γ : [0, l(γ)]→ D is a function from the442

interval [0, l(γ)], taking values in D, where l(γ) is the length443

of the curve γ.444

To represent the earth’s surface, we use a triangulated445

piecewise-linear 2D manifold M in R3 to approximate the446

region D. Each node h in this manifold M is represented by447

3D coordinates (x, y, z), where z = ξ(x, y) is the altitude448

of the geographic location (x, y). The more nodes we have,449

the higher the resolution of the representation, and the more450

realistic the optima result we obtain. Our aim is to find the451

optimal solution to our problem given the representation.452

The cost per unit length used in our optimization at location453

h is c(h). For details of this representation, the reader is454

referred to [43]. The total cost used in the optimization of455

the cable γ is C(γ), which is the objective function cost that456

we aim to minimize. This is different from the actual cable457

cost as it is adjusted to include a risk component. Applying458

the additivity assumption of the cost as discussed in [4, 43],459

we can write C(γ) as460

C(γ) =

∫ l(γ)

0

c(γ(s))ds. (1)

In most cases, a BU is a Y-shaped cable connector con-461

necting three terminals [13]. In this paper, we only consider462

BUs with three branches. If two Y-shaped BUs are directly463

connected to each other, each one of them is connected to464

two other terminals, this effectively forms a BU with four465

branches [32] but at double the cost. The use of 4-branch466

BUs is not common, in part because they are less stable than467

3-branch BUs.468

B. Problem formulation469

We formulate our optimal path design for submarine cable470

systems with trunk-and-branch tree topology as a constrained471

SMT problem. The edges of the SMT here are minimal cost472

geodesics in M, with the cost given by Eq. (1), rather than473

straight lines. The problem in this paper is based on a manifold 474

model, and the cable path between pairs of terminals is 475

obtained by the Fast Marching method. So optimal connections 476

between nodes, that is, geodesics, in this paper are curved. 477

To formulate this problem in a form useful for computation, 478

we define H as the set of mesh points in M, and H is compact; 479

N as the number of terminal nodes, R as the set of latency 480

constraints; Nb as the number of Steiner nodes; cb as the cost 481

of a BU; S = {s1, s2, . . . , sNb} as the set of positions of 482

Steiner nodes in M; Γ as the set of geodesic curves of the 483

Steiner tree; and f(S) as the cable laying cost of the cable 484

system which depends on the position of Steiner nodes S and 485

geodesic curves Γ. 486

f (S) =
∑
γi∈Γ

C(γi). (2)

The cable system optimization problem corresponding to a 487

constrained SMT is then 488

min
S∈H,Γ

F (S) = f (S) + cb ·Nb

s.t. dk (xi,xj) ≤ bk (xi, xj) , k = 1, ..., |R|,
(3)

where xi and xj are any pair of terminal nodes with latency
requirement; the value of the latency requirement is written as
b (xi,xj). dk (xi,xj) is the length of the cable path between
nodes xi and xj ,

dk (xi,xj) =
∑
γµ∈Ek

l(γµ),

where Ek is the set of geodesic curves between nodes xi and 489

xj , Ek = {γ(xi,s1), γ(s1,s2), ..., γ(sn,xj)}, si is the intermediate 490

Steiner node in the path between nodes xi and xj . In general, 491

there may be latency constraints on several pairs of nodes. 492

A simple example is shown in Fig. 1 which involves four 493

nodes (x1, x2, x3, x4) and two Steiner nodes (s1, s2). There 494

is a constraint on the length of the path between x1 and x2, 495

i.e., d (x1,x2) ≤ b (x1,x2). This constrained optimization 496

problem in this case can be formulated as follows. 497

Fig. 1: An example of the constrained SMT problem.

min
s1,s2∈H,Γ

F (s1, s2) = f (s1, s2) + 2cb

s.t. l(γ(x1,s1)) + l(γ(s1,x2)) ≤ b (x1,x2) .
(4)

IV. SOLUTIONS 498

Here we describe a method called LAFM to solve the 499

constrained SMT problem on the manifold discussed in Sec- 500

tion III. We first apply the Lagrangian penalty-function ap- 501

proach described in Everett [63] to convert the constrained 502

problem to an unconstrained problem. Next, we introduce 503
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the LAFM-I algorithm and prove that it can find the optimal504

solution for single constraint problems. Then we describe an505

enhancement, LAFM-II, for multiple constraint problems.506

A. LAFM for a given topology507

To convert the problem in Eq. (3) to an unconstrained508

problem, we construct the simultaneous equations by the509

typical Lagrange multiplier model:510

L (S,λ) = f (S) +

|R|∑
k=1

λk(gk (S)− bk(xi,xj)) + cb ·Nb,

(5)
where λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λ|R|]

T is the vector of Lagrange511

multipliers and λk ≥ 0. f(S) represents the cable laying cost512

of the system. gk(S) re-denotes dk which is determined by513

the position of Steiner nodes on the path between constrained514

nodes xi and xj . For a cable system with a given topology and515

terminals, f(S) and g(S) are functions of the Steiner nodes S516

and the cable paths.517

Before trying to find the optimal solution of the constrained518

problem (3), we need to eliminate the case where the optimal519

solution does not exist. That is, if one of the constraints,520

k, is such that l(γk(xi,xj)) > bk(xi,xj), i.e., the allowed521

maximum length of the path connecting xi and xj (via Steiner522

nodes) is less than the length of the geodesic curve between523

them (whether or not it is via Steiner nodes), then there is no524

optimal solution for the problem (3). We make the assumption525

that this is not the case, and therefore, that an optimal solution526

of the problem (3) exists.527

Firstly, we define m∗L(λ) as528

m∗L(λ) = min
S∈H,Γ

L(S,λ). (6)

Then the dual problem to (5) can be formulated as529

max
λ

min
S,Γ

L(S,λ) = max
λ

m∗L(λ). (7)

By weak duality, for any given λ ≥ 0, m∗L(λ) provides530

a lower bound on the optimal value of the problem (3) if531

S is feasible with respect to the constraints in problem (3).532

In [63], it is concluded that the optimal solution of the primal533

problem (3) is equal to the solution to the dual problem (7)534

if the latter satisfies the complementary slackness condition,535

namely λkgk (S∗) = λkbk(xi,xj), k = 1, 2, ...|R|, where S∗536

solves the dual problem for λ = λ∗.537

We first consider the SMT problem in the case of one538

latency constraint. For this, we propose the LAFM-I algorithm539

in Section IV-B. Under mild assumptions, we prove that540

LAFM-I is able to find the optimal solution of the primal541

problem (3) in Section IV-C. Turning to the SMT problem with542

more than one latency constraint, we propose the LAFM-II543

algorithm in Section IV-D. We show that LAFM-II can, under544

some circumstances, find an optimal solution to the primal545

problem (3). Where we cannot guarantee optimality, LAFM-546

II provides a reasonably good suboptimal solution.547

B. LAFM method for one latency constraint problem 548

We first describe the LAFM-I algorithm; that is, with one 549

latency constraint. As shown in Algorithm 1, LAFM-I can 550

be regarded as an extension of the dynamic programming 551

algorithm for a DAG-Least-Cost-System in [7, 32] used to find 552

the SMT without any latency constraints on a triangulation 553

irregular 2D manifold in a 3D space for a given topology. 554

LAFM-I obtains S∗ by finding the minimum value of L (S, λ) 555

in Eq. (5) for a fixed λ at every iteration. On the premise of 556

l(γ(xi,xj)) ≤ b, LAFM-I starts with λ equal to a large number, 557

leading to a feasible solution, then updates λ along the lines 558

of the primal-dual subgradient method [64]. More specifically, 559

at iteration I , λI is updated by 560

λI+1 = λI +
1

I
· g(SI)− b
|g(SI)− b|

, if g(SI)− b 6= 0, (8)

where b is the allowed maximum latency, g(sI) is smaller 561

than b when LAFM-I starts with λ large enough to lead to a 562

feasible solution. The value of λ decreases from one iteration 563

to the next, and, as mentioned before, g(s) increases with 564

decreasing λ, whereas f(s) decreases. When g(s) takes the 565

maximum value that satisfies the constraints, f(s) takes the 566

minimum value, and this is the optimal solution that we seek. 567

C. Optimality of LAFM-I 568

To prove that LAFM-I finds the optimal solution of the 569

primal problem (3), firstly we write: 570

Mλ = {S : L(S, λ) = m∗L(λ)}
571

m∗f (λ) = min
λ
{f(S) : L(S, λ) = m∗L(λ)}

m∗g(λ) = max
λ
{g(S) : L(S, λ) = m∗L(λ)}.

We make the following assumptions. The first is a reasonable 572

one and will generally be true in practice. 573

Assumption 1. Both f(S) and g(S) are continuous in S. 574

The second is more problematic, but is, at this time, required 575

for us to prove the result. We believe that some version of the 576

result continues to be true in more generality but we have been 577

unable to prove it. We hope to return to this in a later paper. 578

Assumption 2. For each value of λ, |Mλ| = 1. 579

The following theorem proves the optimality of LAFM-I. 580

Theorem 1. For a given topology, under Assumptions 1 and 581

2, LAFM-I can provide an optimal solution for cable system 582

design taking account of cable laying cost, BU cost, as well 583

as a latency constraint for one pair of terminal nodes. 584

The proof of Theorem 1 relies on the following Lemma 1. 585

Lemma 1. For a fixed given topology, and one latency 586

requirement, m∗f (λ) is non-decreasing in λ and m∗g(λ) is 587

continuous and non-increasing in λ. 588

See Appendix I for the proof of Lemma 1. 589
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Algorithm 1 The LAFM-I Algorithm.

Input:
Coordinates of N terminal nodes, the constrained pair of
nodes (xi,xj), the constraint requirement b, cable laying
cost c, BU construction cost cb, and the topology of Steiner
tree.

Output:
Coordinates of Steiner nodes S∗ = {si, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m−
2}, and the path of the Steiner tree, Γ.

1: Run FMM for each terminal node xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, to
obtain the corresponding level set (distance map) di.

2: Obtain the coordinates of Steiner nodes S by executing
the DAG-Least-Cost-System algorithm [7, 32] with input
of distance map di and the given topology.

3: if (l(γ(xi,xj))− b) < 0 then
4: return ∅;
5: else
6: Let λ0 be a large number which leads to a feasible

solution;
7: Update the distance map di according to the value of

the λ associated with the constraint:
dxi = (1 + λ) · dxi , dxj = (1 + λ) · dxj ,
where xi and xj are the constrained pair of nodes.

8: Obtain the coordinates of Steiner nodes S by executing
the DAG-Least-Cost-System algorithm [7, 32] with the
updated di and the given topology.

9: while g(S)− b 6= 0 do
10: λI+1 = λI + 1

I ·
g(SI)−b
|g(SI)−b| ;

11: Update the distance map di with new λ;
12: Obtain the coordinates of Steiner nodes S by exe-

cuting the DAG-Least-Cost-System algorithm [7, 32]
with the updated di and the given topology.

13: I = I + 1;
14: end while
15: end if
16: Obtain the optimal result with Steiner nodes S∗;
17: Calculate the minimum cost T for the given topology,

T = f(S∗) +Nb · cb;
18: return S, Γ and T .

Fig. 2: Illustration of monotonicity of m∗f and m∗g .

Proof. Proof of Theorem 1. The monotonicity of m∗g(λ) and 590

m∗f (λ) is illustrated in Fig. 2. For a given latency requirement 591

b, and l(xi,xj) ≤ b, we start with a large λ in Algorithm 1, 592

and adjust λ according to Eq. (8). By the monotonicity and 593

continuity of m∗g(λ), we can find such a λ∗ for which g(S∗) = 594

b. Then, the corresponding set of Steiner nodes S∗, for λ = 595

λ∗, is the optimal solution of the primal problem (3) since it 596

satisfies the complementary slackness condition. 597

Remarks: 598

• Because of the limited accuracy of terrain data sampling, 599

we cannot guarantee to find a path with a length equal to 600

the value of the latency constraint. In practice, we may 601

stop the iteration in Algorithm 1 once the length of the 602

constrained path is very close to the latency requirement. 603

• The optimality proof of LAFM-I is based on Assump- 604

tions 1 and 2. Assumption 1 is not particularly demand- 605

ing. However, Assumption 2, which is a key condition 606

for the continuity of m∗g(λ), is not straightforward and is 607

indeed not always true. Fig. 3 shows an example where 608

|Mλ| = 2. Without Assumption 2, m∗g(λ) would be semi- 609

continuous [65]. Under this circumstance, the problem of 610

determining in which scenarios LAFM-I can find S∗ such 611

that g(S∗) = b is much deeper and we leave it to our 612

future work. In practice, at least we can keep the least 613

upper bound on f(S) in the iteration and output it as a 614

suboptimal solution of the primal problem (3). 615

Fig. 3: An example when |Mλ| = 2.

D. LAFM method for multiple latency constraints problem 616

Problems with more than one latency requirement are much 617

more complicated. Here we propose another algorithm, called 618

LAFM-II, described in Algorithm 2, for multiple constraint 619

problems. LAFM-II is an extension of LAFM-I to the multiple 620

λs case. To begin with, for the given topology, we calculate 621

and determine the relationship between lk(xi,xj) and bk. If 622

one of lk(xi,xj) > bk, we can say that there is no feasible 623

solution for this topology. On the premise of lk(xi,xj) ≤ bk, 624

k = 1, 2, ..., |R| for a given topology, LAFM-II starts with λs 625

equal to values large enough to lead to a feasible solution, S′, 626

and its corresponding fLB(S′). Then we update all λs using 627

Eq. (9). 628

λI+1
k = λIk +

1

I
· gk(SI)− bk
|gk(SI)− bk|

, if gk(SI) 6= bk. (9)
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After every iteration, S′ and fLB(S′) will be updated if the629

current f(S) is less and the constraints are satisfied. LAFM-630

II stops when λkgk(S) = λkbk, k = 1, 2, ..., |R|, or the631

maximum number of iterations Imax is reached.632

From the above description of LAFM-II, we conclude that,633

if LAFM-II outputs a solution within a predefined maximum634

number of iterations, then this solution is the optimal solution635

of the primal problem (3) since the complementary slackness636

condition is satisfied. However, in general, LAFM-II cannot637

guarantee to find the optimal solution of the primal problem (3)638

because of its complicated nature. If the 2D manifold is639

simply the 2D plane in Problem (3), the conclusion may640

be strengthened since both f(s) and gk(s) are convex. Our641

simulations show that, in many cases, LAFM-II indeed obtains642

the optimal solution of problem (3) as the examples shown in643

Section V-B. In addition, we can keep the best bound for f(s)644

in the iteration of LAFM-II and use it as an estimate of the645

optimal f(s) if LAFM-II does not find the optimal one. The646

gap, denoted as Gl,u between the upper and lower bounds647

of the optimal solution depends on the Lagrange multipliers648

and the difference from the real length of constraint path to649

the length requirement as shown in Eq. (10). We leave the650

theoretical investigation of Problem (3) in the case of multiple651

constraints for future work.652

Gl,u =

|R|∑
k=1

λk(gk (S)− bk(xi,xj)). (10)

E. LAFM method for unknown topology653

The above discussion is for a set of terminal nodes with a654

given topology. The LAFM-I and LAFM-II algorithms start655

with a known topology. Based on this topology, we know the656

number of the BUs and how these BUs connect with each other657

and terminals. We also know the traffic requirements through658

each BU, and these enable accurate estimation of the cost.659

There is nothing in the algorithm that prohibits use of different660

costs for different BUs. For an unknown topology problem, we661

need to consider all possible topologies for terminal nodes,662

including all full Steiner topologies, including degenerate663

topologies. This is because, when considering the cost of BU,664

the full Steiner topologies with minimal total cable laying cost665

is not exactly the minimal cable system construction cost. The666

increase in the total cable length may result in a decrease in667

the number of BUs and hence possibly the total cost. Based668

on engineering experience, we try to avoid cross-laying of669

cables, by this way, the number of possible topologies will670

be decreased. For multiple latency requirements problems, the671

possible topologies for these terminals are easier to eliminate,672

so simplifying the selection process of the topological structure673

and reducing the amount of calculation.674

We conclude the process as follows.675

• List all possible full Steiner topologies in the 2D man-676

ifold by Smith’s B&B method [35]. We note that all677

degenerate topologies can be derived from the full Steiner678

topologies [32].679

• For every full Steiner topology, run the Dijkstra’s algo-680

rithm to find the internal nodes along the path between681

constraint pairs of nodes.682

Algorithm 2 The LAFM-II Algorithm.

Input:
The coordinates of N terminal nodes, the set of constraint
requirements R = {rk}, k=1,2,...,|R|, which illustrate
some pairs of nodes with latency requirements bk, cable
laying cost c, BU construction cost cb, and the topology
of Steiner tree.

Output:
Coordinates of Steiner nodes S = {si}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n−2,
and the path of the Steiner tree, Γ.

1: Run FMM for each terminal node xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, to
obtain the corresponding level set (distance map) di;

2: Obtain the coordinates of Steiner nodes S by executing
the DAG-Least-Cost-System algorithm with the distance
map di and the given topology.

3: for each constraint requirement rk do
4: if (l(γk(xi,xj))− bk) < 0 then
5: return ∅;
6: end if
7: end for
8: Let λ0

k, k = 1, ..., |R|, equal to a large number which leads
to a feasible solution S′;

9: Update the distance map di according to the value of the
λs associated with the constraints;

10: for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, do
11: λ̂ = 0,
12: for k = 1, 2, . . . , |R| do
13: if node xi is one terminal of constraint rk then
14: λ̂ = λ̂+ λk,
15: end if
16: dxi = (1 + λ̂) · dxi

17: end for
18: end for
19: Obtain the coordinates of Steiner nodes S and correspond-

ing fLB(S) by executing the DAG-Least-Cost-System
algorithm with the distance map di and the given topology.

20: while λk · gk(S) 6= λk · bk & I ≤ Imax do
21: λI+1

k = λIk + 1
I ·

gk(SI)−bk
|gk(SI)−bk| , k = 1, ..., |R|;

22: if f I(S) < fLB(S′) then
23: fLB(S′) = f I(S);
24: S′ = S.
25: end if
26: I = I + 1;
27: Obtain the coordinates of Steiner nodes S by executing

the DAG-Least-Cost-System algorithm with the updated
di and the given topology.

28: end while
29: Obtain the optimal or suboptimal result with Steiner nodes

S∗;
30: Calculate the minimum cost T for this topology, T =

f(S∗) +Nb · cb;
31: return S, Γ and T .
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Note: when applying the Dijkstra’s algorithm, the weight683

of every path between two nodes is regarded as the same.684

• Taking account of the number of internal nodes along the685

path, list all possible degenerate topologies. The detailed686

enumeration principles are as follows.687

1) If there is one internal node along the constrained688

path as shown in Fig. 4(a), the latency requirement is689

between nodes x1 and x5, we can get the optimal solution690

by applying LAFM for this topology. When BU cost691

is regarded as part of the total cable construction cost,692

as λ changes, the number of BUs will reduce when the693

position of a Steiner node coincides with one of the con-694

strained pair of nodes. So, there are two cases as shown in695

Figs. 4(b)–4(c). For these two cases, the constrained pair696

of nodes x1 and x5 are already connected, so we just need697

to run the dynamic programming for the remaining four698

nodes without considering the constraint requirement.699

2) If there are two internal nodes along the constrained700

path as shown in Fig. 5(a) then, as λ changes, the number701

of BUs may reduce. There are five cases, as shown in702

Figs. 5(b)–5(f).703

3) If there are three internal nodes along the constrained704

path as shown in Fig. 6(a), a similar analysis to the two705

internal nodes case reveals that, for three internal nodes706

topologies, there are eight cases as shown in Figs. 6(b)–707

6(i).708

We conclude that, if there are n internal nodes on the path709

between constrained pair of nodes, there will be 3n different710

topologies, including the original full Steiner case, because of711

the various combinations of Steiner nodes and terminal nodes.712

We observe that the topologies in (d), (e), and (f) in Fig. 5 do713

not need to be considered because they will inevitably lead to714

solutions that are no better than the topologies in Fig. 4.715

Note that, when the constrained pair of nodes x1 and716

x5 are directly connected, we just need to apply the FMM717

method to optimize the path between x1 and x5, and run the718

dynamic programming algorithm for DAG-Least-Cost-System719

for the remaining four nodes without considering the constraint720

requirement.721

For each topology, we combine the LAFM method, the722

dynamic programming algorithm for DAG-Least-Cost-System,723

and the FMM method (for point-to-point distance calculation)724

to calculate the total cost of the cable system and choose the725

smallest one.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4: The SMT with one internal node along the constrained
path and its degenerated cases.

726

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5: The SMT with two internal nodes along the constrained
path and its degenerated cases.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 6: The SMT with three internal nodes along the con-
strained path and its degenerated cases.

F. Computational complexity analysis of LAFM 727

As the SMT problem is NP-hard, we just derive the com- 728

putational requirement of one iteration for a given topology. 729

We assume |H| grid nodes on the area M and N termi- 730

nals to be connected. The complexity analysis is then the 731

same as in [7, 32]: for a given topology with Nb Steiner 732

nodes, the computational complexity of every iteration is 733

O
(
|H|2(log |H|+Nb − 1)

)
[7]. The running time of the 734

LAFM algorithm depends on the setting of the initial value 735

of λ and the allowable tolerance range resolution. The cost 736

for each pair of grid nodes on the manifold M is computed 737

and stored in a database. Therefore, in the worst case, the 738

algorithm requires at least O
(
|H|2

)
of memory. 739
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS740

In this section, we apply our method to three realistic ex-741

amples using bathymetric data with 30 arc-second increments742

in longitude and latitude from the Global Multi-Resolution743

Topography synthesis [66]. The object region D for the744

three examples spans from the northwest corner (45.000◦N,745

0.000◦E) to the southeast corner (36.000◦N, 11.000◦E). There746

are five terminal nodes in this area as shown in Fig. 7, Mar-747

seille (43.297◦N, 5.359◦E), Sardegna (40.557◦N, 8.312◦E),748

Algiers (36.761◦N, 3.074◦E), Barcelona (41.368◦N, 2.190◦E)749

and Annaba (36.928◦N, 7.760◦E), which are denoted as A, B,750

C, D, E, respectively. We consider a BU cost to be $1 million.751

As mentioned in the Introduction, ICPC [6] recommends that752

the length of the cable should be as short as possible in shallow753

water, except in the area close to the cable landing station.754

The cable should preferably be laid deep in the sea, thereby,755

reducing the risks posed by human activities. As the depth756

of cable laying areas increases, the threat of cable failure757

decreases rapidly [67]. The design of Eq. (11) and the selection758

of parameters are based on a cable engineer’s suggestion.759

Note that this equation is not absolute and can be adjusted760

according to different actual situations. This has no impact on761

the application of our algorithm.762

We consider the depth, denoted by z, considered in our763

objective cost function in units of USD $.764

c(x) =


37500, if z ≥ 0 km,

25000− 25000× |z|, if 0 km > z ≥ −0.2 km,
8000
|z|+0.2 , otherwise

(11)
where x is a mesh node and c(x) is the cost of cable per765

km at this mesh node. We ran the LAFM-I and LAFM-II766

algorithms for all possible solutions, according to whether767

the problem involved a single latency constraint or multiple768

latency constraints, based on a resolution of about 7.48 km, to769

decide the location of the Steiner nodes and the cable path. For770

comparison, we applied SA to design submarine cable paths771

under a single latency constraint as well as multiple latency772

constraints based on the same resolution. See Appendix II for773

the detail of SA. For a single constraint problem, as LAFM-774

I is proved to be optimal, we can use it as a benchmark to775

assess the performance of SA. Then, for multiple constraint776

problems, we compare the results of the two approaches and777

choose the better result. We have demonstrated two cases of778

two and four latency constraints where LAFM-II can provide779

optimal solutions, and have shown that LAFM-II outperforms780

SA in these two cases. The experiments based on the LAFM781

algorithms in this section are run on a platform with a 2.00GHz782

Intel Core i5 CPU while the experiments based on SA are run783

on a platform with a 2.60GHz Intel Core i7-9750H CPU.784

A. Example with one latency requirement785

We aim to find a cable system at minimum cost connecting786

the five terminal nodes in Fig. 7, where cost is defined as787

the total cost of the cable system including BU construction788

cost and cable laying cost, and there is a latency requirement789

between nodes A and E (lA,E ≤ 500 km).790

Fig. 7: Region D. Source: Google Earth.

For five terminals, there are fifteen full Steiner topologies. 791

Based on engineering experience [4, 5], we try to avoid cross- 792

laying of cables, so the five topologies shown in Figs. 8(a)-8(e) 793

are able to cover all realistic topologies for these five terminals. 794

(a) Topology I (b) Topology II (c) Topology III

(d) Topology IV (e) Topology V

Fig. 8: Full Steiner topologies.

795

The process of finding the optimal SMT with topology I 796

is shown in Fig. 9(a). We begin at a feasible but not optimal 797

solution with λ = 20. As λ is updated at every iteration, the 798

location of the Steiner nodes moves to make the length of 799

the path between nodes A and E closer to the 500 km cable 800

length requirement. LAFM-I stops when I > Imax (Imax = 801

100) with the result shown in Fig. 9(b). It takes about 5.5 hours 802

to execute LAFM-I for a specific topology once. This is just 803

for topology I with two Steiner nodes between nodes A and E. 804

However, as λ changes, the number of Steiner nodes between 805

nodes A and E may change. So, we need to apply the LAFM- 806

I algorithm for different topologies with different numbers of 807

Steiner nodes between nodes A and E. For Topology I, if the 808

number of BUs along the constrained path decreases by one 809

(as one of the Steiner nodes coincides with node A or node 810

E), there will be two cases to be considered. The optimal 811

results for these two cases are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). 812

If nodes A and E are connected directly without a BU along 813

the path, according to the discussion in Section IV, there are 814

two cases as shown in Figs. 11(a)-11(b). This includes all 815
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9: (a) the optimization process and (b) the optimal SMT
result of LAFM-I algorithm for Topology I.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10: The degenerated cases of Topology I with one Steiner
node along the constrained path.

degenerate topologies in which nodes A and E are connected816

directly:817

• A cable system without constraint consists of nodes A,818

B, C, D; and a cable path connects A and E directly, as819

shown in Fig. 11(a);820

• A cable system without constraint consists of nodes E,821

B, C, D, and a cable path connects A and E directly, as822

shown in Fig. 11(b);823

(a) (b)

Fig. 11: The results from degenerated cases of Topology I
without Steiner node along the constrained path.

For Topology II shown in Fig. 8(b), we compare the cor-824

responding six cases shown in Figs. 12(a)-12(f). Fig. 12(a)825

provides the optimal result for the case where there are three826

BUs along the path between nodes A and E; Figs. 12(b)827

and 12(c) provide the optimal results for the two cases where828

there are two BUs along the path between nodes A and E.829

As one of the Steiner nodes is driven to coincide with node830

A (in the first case) or with node E (in the second case), this831

case is reduced to the case shown in Figs. 12(d)-12(f), thus 832

providing an optimal result with only one BU along the path 833

between nodes A and E. For the case where there is no BU 834

along the path between nodes A and E, the results correspond 835

to the topologies in Fig. 11(a)-11(b).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 12: The results (a) from Topology II and (b)-(f) its
degenerated cases.

836

For Topology III shown in Fig. 8(c), the degenerate topolo- 837

gies with one Steiner node along the constraint path are shown 838

in Figs. 13(a)-13(b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 13: The results (a) from Topology III and (b) its degen-
erated cases.

839

The final best results for Topology IV and Topology V 840

shown in Figs. 8(d) and 8(e) are presented in Figs. 14(a) and 841

14(b). The resulting cases forming the degenerate cases of 842

these two topologies can be found in the degenerate cases for 843

Topologies I-III discussed above. 844

Finally, the results generated from the five possible full 845

Steiner topologies are included in Table I. By comparing all 846

these results, we obtain the optimal outcome for this example 847

as shown in Fig. 14(a), with a total cost of $9.61 million and 848

two BUs located at (41.5887◦N, 4.8801◦E) and (40.0425◦N, 849

7.2556◦E). 850

B. Multiple latency requirements 851

In this subsection, we apply LAFM-II to solve the optimiza- 852

tion problem for a cable system with multiple constraints. 853
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TABLE I: The SMT results of LAFM-I for different topologies.

Topology
BU number

along the path
lAE (km)

BU number
in the system

total length (km) total cost (million $) Figure

Topology I
2 482.62 3 1781.09 9.72 Fig. 9(b)
1 487.08 2 1769.95 10.13 Fig. 10(a)
1 485.20 2 2006.86 11.08 Fig. 10(b)
0 490.22 2 1876.54 9.96 Fig. 11(a)
0 490.22 2 1900.71 10.54 Fig. 11(b)

Topology II

3 488.87 3 1900.84 11.32 Fig. 12(a)
2 494.76 2 2450.20 11.17 Fig. 12(b)
2 485.20 2 2006.86 10.68 Fig. 12(c)
1 498.43 1 2565.55 10.54 Fig. 12(d)
1 488.21 1 2228.17 10.33 Fig. 12(e)
1 473.98 1 2179.89 10.04 Fig. 12(f)

Topology III
1 485.20 1 1802.11 10.26 Fig. 13(a)
0 490.22 0 1906.79 9.75 Fig. 13(b)

Topology IV 1 446.69 2 1670.37 9.61 Fig. 8(d)

Topology V 1 482.89 1 1950.38 9.67 Fig. 8(e)

(a) (b)

Fig. 14: Results from Topology IV and Topology V.

Firstly, we aim to find a Steiner tree with minimum cost854

to connect the five terminal nodes, satisfying two latency855

requirements between two pairs of nodes, (A, E) and (B, C),856

with the constraints lA,E ≤ 450 km and lB,C ≤ 510 km,857

respectively.858

For multiple latency requirements problems, the possible859

topologies for these terminals are easier to eliminate, so sim-860

plifying the selection process of the topological structure and861

reducing the amount of calculation. For the five full Steiner862

topologies shown in Fig. 8, the optimal result is generated863

from the topologies in Fig. 8(d) or Fig. 8(e).864

The process of obtaining the optimal solution based on the865

topology in Fig. 8(d) is shown in Fig. 15(b). LAFM-II begins866

at a feasible but not optimal solution with λ1 = 10 and λ2 =867

10. Then, λ1 and λ2 are updated in every iteration according868

to Eq. (8). LAFM-II stops when λ1 = 0.735 and λ2 = 0. The869

length of the cable path between nodes A and E is 446.699870

km which can be regarded the same as the required length871

considering the resolution of 7.48 km. The length of the cable872

path between nodes B and C is 464.433 km which satisfies873

the requirement with λ2 = 0. In accord with the discussion874

in Section IV-D, we regard this solution as an approximate875

optimal solution (Gl,u = 0), resulting in a total cost of $9.61876

million and a total length of 1670.373 km. It takes about 4.5877

hours to execute LAFM-II for this topology. The process of878

getting the optimal solution based on the topology in Fig. 8(e) 879

is shown in Fig. 15(a). LAFM-II stops when I > Imax (Imax = 880

100) resulting in a total cost of $10.83 million and a total 881

length of 1873.13 km. It takes about 6.5 hours to execute 882

LAFM-II for this topology. 883

After comparison, the final result for this two constraint 884

problem is the one based on the topology in Fig. 8(d) as shown 885

in Fig. 15(c) with two BUs located at (41.5887◦N, 4.8801◦E) 886

and (40.0425◦N, 7.2556◦E). Table II shows the details of the 887

approximate optimal solution.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15: The SMT results with two constraints: (a) the result
based on the topology in Fig. 8(e); (b) the result based on the
topology in Fig. 8(d); (c) the final result.

888

We then aim to find a Steiner tree with minimum cost 889

to connect these five terminal nodes, satisfying latency re- 890

quirements between four pairs of nodes, (A, E), (A, B), (B, 891

C) and (B, D) with lA,E ≤ 450 km, lA,B ≤ 500 km, 892

lB,C ≤ 500 km and lB,D ≤ 700 km, respectively. After 893

excluding topologies that clearly cannot satisfy the constraints, 894

we find that the topology shown in Fig. 8(d) provides a 895

solution that satisfies the constraints and achieves the shortest 896

length among solutions considered by our algorithms. The 897

performance of LAFM-II depends on the initial value. We 898

initialise the value of λs with λ1 = 10, λ2 = 10, λ3 = 10, 899

λ4 = 10 and then update them according to Eq. (9). LAFM-II 900

stops when λ1 = 5.686, λ2 = 0, λ3 = 4.102, λ4 = 1.068, 901

resulting in an approximate optimal solution (Gl,u = 0) with 902
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TABLE II: The final SMT result of LAFM-II with two constraints.

Topology Requirements Constrained length λs BU number total length total cost (million $) Result

Topology IV
lAE ≤ 450 km
lBC ≤ 510 km

lAE = 446.69 km
lBC = 464.43 km

λ1 = 0.735

λ2 = 0
2 1670.37 km 9.61 Fig. 15(c)

total length 1682.75 km and total cost $10.18 million. The903

final result is shown in Fig. 16 and Table III, with three BUs904

located at (42.3677◦N, 5.5849◦E), (40.2236◦N, 7.7463◦E) and905

(39.3126◦N, 7.8643◦E). The length of the constraint path lA,E ,906

lB,C and lB,D are essentially equal to the requirements within907

the limits imposed by the resolution.908

Fig. 16: The final SMT with four constraints.

C. Comparison with SA909

Here, we apply the SA algorithm to design submarine910

cable paths under various of latency requirements which were911

achieved by LAFM previously. SA is a well-known proba-912

bilistic technique for approximating the global optimum of913

a given function. Specifically, it provides an approximation to914

the global optimal in a large search space. For problems where915

finding an approximate global optimum is more important than916

finding a precise local optimum in a fixed amount of time, SA917

can be preferable to exact algorithms such as gradient descent918

or branch and bound. SA has been widely used to provide919

high-quality solutions in an extensive solution space and NP-920

hard combinatorial problems [68]. In the context of cable path921

planning, SA has been used in Wang et al. [5] to obtain a high-922

quality cable path that is significantly better than a real-world923

path, designed manually by a cable expert. Since the problem924

of finding the optimal positions of several BUs in a huge925

discrete mesh network with billion of nodes is an NP-hard926

problem, to shorten the solution time, we use SA to find the927

optimal solution and compare the results obtained by LAFM to928

show the performance of the LAFM method. Table IV provides929

the parameter settings of SA. Table V shows the solutions930

obtained by SA under one, two, and four constraints of the931

given topologies shown in Fig. 8(d).932

For SA, the total cost and length for the problem with933

one latency constraint are $10.32 million and 1689.48 km,934

respectively. Recall that the total cost and length we obtained935

by LAFM-I were $9.61 million and 1670.37 km, respectively.936

As we know that LAFM-I is optimal, SA cannot perform better937

than LAFM-I. For the example with two latency constraints,938

the total cost and the total length obtained by SA are $9.68939

million and 1744.68 km, respectively, while LAFM-II found940

the optimal solution. For the case of four latency constraints,941

the total cost and length obtained by SA are $10.70 million942

and 1798.07 km, respectively, which are again worse than the 943

optimal results obtained by LAFM-II. 944

The running times for SA are in the range of 20−26 hours 945

for each example, as shown in Table V. The running times of 946

LAFM-I and LAFM-II depend on the initial value and update 947

strategy of λs. For the examples in this section, the average 948

running times for the LAFM method were in the range of 949

4.5− 6.5 hours, as discussed previously in this section which 950

are significantly shorter than the running times of SA. 951

Through the comparison of LAFM and SA both in terms 952

of the quality of the results and the running times above, we 953

have demonstrated the superiority of our LAFM method for the 954

submarine cable network optimization with latency constraint 955

requirements. 956

VI. CONCLUSION 957

We have provided a method, called LAFM, for optimizing 958

a trunk-and-branch tree topology cable system with latency 959

constraints. This has been done for a network on the surface 960

of the earth modeled by a triangulated manifold, taking into 961

account the total cost of the cable system, which includes 962

both actual cable and BU costs and a measure of location- 963

dependent risk. Specifically, we focus on minimizing the cost 964

of the cable system while ensuring that cable length between 965

some pairs of nodes satisfies latency requirements. Our method 966

is based on FMM to find the optimal cable path between any 967

pair of locations (mesh point) in the area and then determine 968

the location of the Steiner nodes. The Steiner nodes in our 969

problem can vary in number while incurring a penalty (cost), 970

and their degrees are constrained to three. We have proved 971

that our method (LAFM-I) can find the optimal solution 972

for cable systems with one latency constraint and a feasible 973

solution for cable systems with multiple latency constraints. 974

In addition to this feasible solution that serves as an upper 975

bound to the optimal cost solution, we have also provided a 976

lower bound for the optimal cost solution. We have shown 977

that LAFM-II can provide a solution with provable bounds 978

for problems with multiple latency constraints. We have also 979

demonstrated finding optimal solutions (zero gap between the 980

bounds) for examples with two and four latency constraints. In 981

addition, using numerical results based on realistic scenarios, 982

we have demonstrated the superiority of our LAFM method 983

over SA. Furthermore, in cases where LAFM-II is not optimal, 984

combining LAFM-II and SA, by using the result of the LAFM- 985

II to seed the SA algorithm, can provide further improvements 986

where the result of LAFM-II is not optimal. 987

APPENDIX I 988

PROOF OF LEMMA 1 989

Proof. First consider the case λ0 = 0, λ1 ≥ 0, and let the 990

location of the Steiner nodes based on the given topology be 991
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TABLE III: The final SMT result of LAFM-II with four constraints.

Topology Requirements Constrained length λs BU number total length total cost (million $) Result

Topology IV

lAE ≤ 450 km
lAB ≤ 500 km
lBC ≤ 500 km
lBD ≤ 700 km

lAE = 455.26 km
lAB = 416.92 km
lBC = 500.46 km
lBD = 698.78 km

λ1 = 5.686

λ2 = 0

λ3 = 4.102

λ4 = 1.068

3 1682.75km 10.18 Fig. 16

TABLE IV: Parameter setting of SA.

Initial temperature T0 500

Annealing temperature Tk T (k) = T0
1+log(1+k)

Terminal temperature Tf 0

TABLE V: Results of SA under different latency constraints.

Latency requirement(s) Total length (km) Total cost (million $) Constrained length (km) Running time (s)

lAE ≤ 500 km 1689.48 10.32 lAE = 478.86 74772

lAE ≤ 450 km
lBC ≤ 510 km

1744.68 9.68
lAE = 441.19

lBD = 509.67
69773

lAE ≤ 450 km
lAB ≤ 500 km
lBC ≤ 500 km
lBD ≤ 700 km

1798.07 10.70

lAE = 442.21

lAB = 406.69

lBC = 498.88

lBD = 670.31

92113

Sλ, the number of the Steiner nodes is a fixed value (we ignore992

the BUs for now). Sλ is restricted to the mesh points on the993

desecrated triangulated manifold, so the Sλ is desecrated. We994

assume a unique minimum for simplicity, but a non-unique995

minimum can be handled with a little added burden.996 {
Sλ0 ∈ argmin f(S)

Sλ1
∈ argmin f(S) + λ1g(S).

(12)

Evidently,997

f(Sλ0) ≤ f(Sλ1). (13)

If998

g(Sλ0)<g(Sλ1), (14)

we would have999

f(Sλ0
) + λ1 · g(Sλ0

)<f(Sλ1
) + λ1 · g(Sλ1

). (15)

Since,1000

Sλ1 ∈ argminS{L(S, λ1)},

it follows that L(S1, λ1) ≤ L(S0, λ1). This contradicts1001

Eq. (15), and so1002

g(Sλ0) ≥ g(Sλ1). (16)

This, combined with Eq. (13), gives the conclusions of1003

Lemma 1 in this special case. That is, m∗g(λ1) ≤ m∗g(λ0) =1004

m∗g(0), and m∗f (0) = m∗f (λ0) ≤ m∗f (λ1).1005

Now we consider the general case, λ1>λ0>0, We write1006

µ = λ1 − λ0, and1007

f̃(S) = f(S) + λ0 · g(S). (17)

Choose1008 {
S∗0 ∈ argmin f̃(S);

S∗µ ∈ argmin f̃(S) + µg(S),
(18)

so that f(S∗0) = m∗f (λ0) and f(S∗µ) = m∗f (λ1).1009

From the result for the special case, with µ replacing λ and 1010

f̃ replacing f , 1011

f̃(S∗0) ≤ f̃(S∗µ),

g(S∗0) ≥ g(S∗µ),
(19)

and so, 1012

f(S∗0) + λ0 · g(S∗0) ≤ f(S∗µ) + λ0 · g(S∗µ). (20)

In other words, we have, 1013

f(Sλ0
) + λ0 · g(Sλ0

) ≤ f(Sλ1
) + λ0 · g(Sλ1

), (21)

and from (19), we know, 1014

g(Sλ0
) ≥ g(Sλ1

). (22)

It follows that 1015

f(Sλ0
) ≤ f(Sλ1

). (23)

These yield, in the general case, 1016

m∗g(λ1) ≤ m∗g(λ0),

m∗f (λ0) ≤ m∗f (λ1),
(24)

completing the proof of monotonicity of m∗f (λ) and m∗g(λ) 1017

in Lemma 1. The continuity of m∗g(s) is guaranteed by As- 1018

sumption 1 and Assumption 2 according to Berge’s Maximum 1019

theorem [69, 70]. 1020

APPENDIX II 1021

THE SA ALGORITHM 1022

For comparison, we use simulated annealing to optimize 1023

submarine cable paths under latency requirements. Under the 1024

premise of a given topology, we use SA to obtain the positions 1025

B0, B0 := {Bm(xm, ym) : m = 1, 2, . . . , Nb} of the BUs, 1026

where xm and ym are the longitude and latitude of the mth 1027

BU, respectively. 1028
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SA is a technique that simulates a physical process of1029

heating material, and then slowly lowering the temperature to1030

reduce defects, resulting in the system falling into a minimal1031

energy state. Kirkpatrick et al. showed that system energy can1032

model the cost function of certain combinatorial optimization1033

problems (e.g., the traveling salesperson problem), where1034

seeking the lowest cost is equivalent to seeking the lowest1035

energy [40]. Accordingly, they developed the SA algorithm1036

based on the Metropolis algorithm [38], and used it for1037

optimization problems. At iteration i, a new solution xi+1 is1038

generated from the current one xi according to a distribution1039

over a neighborhood of xi that provides a tendency towards1040

a better solution. This distribution is parametrized by the1041

temperature parameter T . When T is large, the distribution1042

is more diffuse. Over the iterations, indexed by k, the tem-1043

perature is decreased according to an annealing schedule:1044

T = T0 > T1 > T2 > · · · > Tk > · · · . In typical1045

applications, the algorithm accepts an updated solution xi+11046

if it improves the value of the objective function, but also with1047

a certain, temperature-dependent probability, the algorithm1048

accepts solutions that worsen the objective value. Under the1049

right temperature schedule, accepting solutions that make the1050

objective worse allows the algorithm to avoid falling into1051

and remaining in local minima and explore more possible1052

solutions globally. We design an annealing schedule to lower1053

the temperature as SA proceeds systematically. The system1054

temperature gradually decreases as the algorithm continues,1055

and the search range for solutions is reduced to converge to a1056

minimum. Under certain kinds of annealing schedules and for1057

many problems, convergence is effectively guaranteed [71, 72].1058

In our case, we leave the temperature constant over a1059

number of iterations before reducing it. We then have two1060

iteration indexes: the cooling time index k, and the execution1061

index i. We write the termination temperature as Tf . As the1062

SA algorithm goes on, the temperature will decrease according1063

to T (k) = T0

1+log(1+k) with the cooling time k. The maximal1064

number of iterations (indexed by i) at temperature T (k) is1065

denoted by LT (k)
M .1066

In every iteration, one of the BU is chosen randomly and1067

its longitude and latitude are updated. According to the new1068

location of BUs, we calculate the current total cost Ccurrent1069

and the length of the paths with latency requirements. If1070

all the paths meet the latency requirements limitation and1071

the current total cost Ccurrent is less than the best-recorded1072

solution Bbest, we update the best solution. Otherwise, if the1073

new locations increase the total cost, these locations will be1074

accepted with a certain probability P = −e−∆/T (k) according1075

to the Metropolis criterion [38], where T (k) is the current1076

temperature and ∆ is the deviation which is equal to previous1077

total cost minus new total cost. SA stops when the current1078

temperature reaches Tf . During the execution of the SA1079

algorithm, the slower the temperature cooling and using more1080

iterations, the more likely it is to find the global optimal1081

solution [39].1082

Algorithm 3 The SA algorithm.

Input:
Given topology and m initial BU locations B0 :=
{Bm(xm, ym)} where xm and ym are the longitude and
latitude of BU Bm, latency constraints, initial temperature
T0, termination temperature Tf , maximal number of iter-
ations LT (k)

M at temperature T (k), temperature attenuation
function T (k) with the cooling time k, maximum variation
for BU locations Larc.

Output:
Bbest := {Bm} that provides paths connecting all the
nodes with minimal total cost and meets all the latency
requirements at the same time.

1: Connect all the nodes and BUs according to the given
topology;

2: k=1, Bcurrent = B0;
3: Calculate current total cost Ccurrent;
4: while T (k) > Tf do
5: for i = 1, . . . , L

T (k)
M do

6: for j = 1, . . . ,m do
7: α ∼ U(−1, 1), β ∼ U(−1, 1);
8: xm = xm + α · Larc;
9: ym = ym + β · Larc;

10: end for
11: Connect all the nodes and BUs according to the given

topology;
12: if All the paths meet the latency requirements then
13: Bnew := {Bm(xm, ym)};
14: Calculate new total cost Cnew;
15: if Cnew < Ccurrent then
16: Ccurrent = Cnew, Bcurrent = Bnew;
17: if Cnew < Cbest then
18: Cbest = Cnew, Bbest = Bnew;
19: end if
20: else
21: σ ∼ U(0, 1);
22: if σ < e−(Cnew−Ccurrent)/T (I) then
23: Ccurrent = Cnew, Bcurrent = Bnew;
24: else
25: Bnew = Bcurrent;
26: end if
27: end if
28: end if
29: end for
30: k = k + 1;
31: end while
32: return Bbest.
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